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In the last days of June 2011, I had just purchased my first Canon EOS 500D digital camera. When
the camera was delivered to my address,. I soon found a couple of key problems with my camera
that Canon failed to fix for me.Q: Defining custom PHP functions using require()? I am currently
developing a library for a PHP project and I would like to define custom PHP functions using
require(). Let's say I have a library lib.core.php with the following code: if
(!function_exists('myfunction')) { require_once('lib/file.php'); require_once('lib/file.php');
require_once('lib/file1.php'); require_once('lib/file2.php'); function myfunction() { ... } } file.php is
the only PHP file that contains anything. I want the following to be handled in file.php, file1.php, and
file2.php: if (!function_exists('myfunction')) { function myfunction() { ... } } Is there a way to do
that? A: function myfunction() { ... } if (!function_exists('myfunction' ) ) { require_once( 'file.php' );
myfunction(); } .php is just a file extension, if the contents inside a.php file are not PHP source code,
the file is just parsed and the result is discarded. Anything inside that.php file is concatenated to the
output of require_once. The author will need to manually evaluate if this code is going to be
executed, which seems like a terrible idea (assuming you're using this on a shared hosting without
functionality to bypass the php require), so this should be pretty much ruled out. Edit: this works on
PHP 5.4 and later, there is an optional parameter in function_exists that's not supported by versions
before that, but with that you're safe in that case (it doesn't throw an error). Dick Wadley Richard
Wadley (1 January
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